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About This Game

Gray Cat is a hardcore 2D platformer about the Gray Cat and an endless torment.
The developer has decided a lot for you. You will shoot and jump when it's needed. In the era of the open world games and

freedom of action, this game is a small protest.
Try to beat the level! It's not so easy, you'll be dying over and over again.

Features:
- increased difficulty
- puzzles and traps

- limited freedom of action

Enjoy the game!
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Typefighters is a pretty well designed game. It's responsive and the audio and graphical asthetics are nice. The different modes
are clever and make the game more interesting than: who can type the fastest. For single player you won't get much out of here,
but on sale with a friend, it's a pretty solid game.. I love this game? 20 is quickly shaping up to be my favorite version of OOTP
yet. I play mostly historical with random debut taking up the majority of my playing time. This years version added injuries to
the real transactions\/real lineup feature. This is an incredible addition to the game. Also, I think it's clear the team has been
steadily improving the historical database and in doing so, they've improved historical play in general. Defensive ratings for
historical players has definitely received some serious attention since versions 17 and 18 when it seemed like every defensive
player had generic ratings with so many players rated the same.

I'm not a 3D guy nor am I simmer. I play my games out using 2D Classic. The overall on screen 2D Classic presentation is
fabulous. Smooth, quick play presentation. I think this may be one of the cleanest, sharpest and smoothest OOTP presentations
ever. I love it. One thing that needs serious improvement though is the Facegen aspect of 2D Classic. As of right now it's
unusable in my opinion. But, the game is so strong in so many other ways, I can easily look past this flaw.

Just checked, I already have 235 hours using OOTP20. This means two things. I have no life and OOTP is a great game. So if
you buy it, I know you will love it.. Thanks man keep the game up add more gun or weapon and add more food spawn its hard to
get food so hope u add it more. this has been in my steam lib since 2014 i never really touched it but wow just wow it is quite
fun alot of replay joy , i normaly dont like fighting games but i came home angry and felt like kicking but and this was very
relaxing for that .
i havent been able to put it down since. also i do have another hack and slash game but it dont have a great story like this one.

 also the controls for freesia are
z=hitting
x=special
c= jump
V = block
Q= esc \/ pause the game

and the menu controls are :
z =accept
x=back
also esc
enjoy!. Halo Wars but Half Life. All important problems and bugs in this game are already written down by others.

I'd like to recommend this game if there will be some mayor game improvments and bug fixes.. SO ADDICTIVE!!!
Wow, this is beyond a simple match 3 game. I am totally blown away at how much FUN this is. It steals away my time.
Please get working on a sequel soon.
I NEED MORE!!!!
10\/10
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Amphora is a short, but exceedingly beautiful puzzle-game. I bought it solely for its visual design, though the gameplay and
overarching story were fitting, welcome additions.

The game operates in a series of interactive scenes that follow the life events of the nameless female protagonist. In these
scenes, you complete anywhere from one to several actions to trigger an event. I had a bit of trouble figuring out the solutions to
a few scenes, but overall the puzzle portions are pretty simple. And I say simple, not boring. Later solutions can take a bit of
thinking though, a bit of ruminating on what exactly you're trying to do, and what kinds of options you have available to you
(you gain a few different skills as the scenes progress). Of course, there's always the "try it and see" approach, but I think most
things are better solved by careful observance. There are also multiple ways to complete the scenes.

Overall, the gameplay was fun, and sometimes challenging, but the best part of this game is the stunning visual design. The
sound design is also light, but effective.. Honestly a fresh concept amongst the "wave of battle royals"
id love to work with IOA Games and help them produce some steam icons and such

No ingame purchases, just pure grinding... needs a few tweaks but other than that
such an amazingly fresh feel to 1 v 100 games

id love to see some more character customization (face, hair, ect), would also love to see a reward for EA (early access)
players...

Other than that, the game just lacks popularity (youll end up waiting 10 minutes for a game with 6 people) but obviously that
will change with publicity and more people buying the game... $5 is a good price, i wouldnt have paid $10. Cute girls in mecha
suits, what more could you want.

Joking aside, the game is pretty repetitive, but at the same time fun and challenging especially upgrading and fulfilling mission
criteria for unlocking... unlockables.. Well, this \u201cearly access\u201d VN has been abandoned for sure (at least on the day I
last played it, 11\/09\/2016). Missing sprites (right in the beginning of the game), uninteresting and barely developed characters,
wasted concept. Like Infinite Game Works Ep 0, it had a certain potential, but the execution of this project failed. It\u2019s
sad, the art style is lovely and the BGM is much better than the first game, and when things start to get somewhat interesting, it
ends. Just like that.

I don\u2019t know if the developers still read reviews (probably not), but I really hope that they can start working on this
project again. At least add just a bit more of content and finish the story. Leaving it in EA for almost a year without any news is
a really mean thing to do to the players.

2\/10. Avoid these two games, even on sale.. If you like this game and already playing it a lot you should totally get it! The new
units are a good choice to fill some holes in the factions and allow for new tactics. Especially the Land Raider was really needed
because a Space Marine Superheavy unit was kinda missing. The price of 4\u20ac seems also pretty fair to me.

. fun and interesting game. The developer is a really nice person he helped me with a problem I faced when first installed the
game and he released and fix within few days.
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